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1. ABSTRACT  
This document describes the approach of establishing a pragmatic Meta model implementation of a “City 

plan” in cooperation between two Nordic countries describing the HEI services in accordance to a unified 

descriptive language and semantic vocabulary. It underpins the challenge to find a level of 

understanding, when describing organizational capabilities and the relation between academic model 

and the reality that exists in each individual HEI organization. The task to describe does not get easier 

as translations from original or natural native language to national translations and descriptions possess 

an additional barrier of conceiving that has to be mastered.  

2. INTRODUCTION  
The Nordic Enterprise Architecture Special Interest Group, in short NEA, was established out of the need 

to find synergy benefits in the HEI sector. Both the Swedish and the Finnish organizations had national 

plans to redesign a common student information system. The ambition was to tackle digitalization 

lifecycle challenge of students and administration with a modern Student Information System.  

The discussion between the CIO forums recognized the potential to learn from the different approach of 

each country organization and an information exchange through lessons learned was initiated in 2014. 

What started as random meetings with simple topics of EA disciplines is now regular activities with yearly 

meeting and quarterly on-line session with a common agenda and specific questions to work on. The 

latest effort is displayed in this paper as a joint effort of cooperation.   

3. NORDIC EA COOPERATION  
The NEA group has built the knowledge transfer since 2015; covering simple topics of EA disciplines to 

pragmatic semantic vocabulary mapping that are interoperable between all HEI organizations. Other 

main topics covered during the past 3-year period have been, but not exclusive: (1) Interoperability 

through semantic tools (iow.csc.fi); (2) Integration patterns and practical documentation repositories; 

(3) IAM and federated trust models; (4) Master data models and Meta models; (5) EA maturity 

questionnaires and Peer review; (6) Discussion and building understanding on Capability and Business 

models and (7) Building a pragmatic Cityplan model and populating with live data.  

                                                 
1 Known as NEA-SIG or NEA, participants are members of national special interest group in their own country. 

Chairpersons for each country take turns to lead the cooperation’s agenda.  
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4. OUTCOMES OF THE COOPERATION  
The cooperation has become a starting point for further work for both parties. E.g. from the Finnish part 

it has been noticed that they could have an option to use a business function element in their meta 

model and EA-repository. From the Swedish part, it has been a starting point to look at business functions 

and services at a more holistic view in the HEI sector in Sweden.  

In future, we are looking for innovative practices to improve EA work in both countries and find solutions 

to integrate EA as a tool and method better into management and decision-making processes of the HEI 

organizations. One possible special task could be to benchmark our universities EA governance models.   

5. ONGOING WORK AND THE FUTURE  
NEA has collected feedback2 from the group and listed the as simple bullet points: (1) Work on the service 

mapping will continue; (2) Merger of HEI – support for harmonization of School merger and faculties using 

EA; (3) Simplified model can help management to get the big picture in more detail but not overflow 

them with micro-level details; (4) Common taxonomy for Nordic use to populate the functional 

architecture and enhance it with business model approach; (5) Invite other Nordic countries to 

participate as the maturity to perceive and understand the subject itself is now reached and (6) EU GDPR 

– how to tackle the compliance issue from a lifecycle point of view and data handling descriptions. 

Displaying the functional capability view would expose the person data processing sweat spots.  

The goal will be helping and supporting HEI organizations to reach the strategic goals and both benchmark 

and learn from each other. Meta models of HEI consortia helps us to understand the importance as a 

fundamental structure of modeling.  However, Meta models do not need to be fully compatible in short 

term, but at least we have to understand why they are not fully interoperable.  

Nordic EA co-operation is a platform for future HEI co-work of Nordic countries and alternatively also for 

other EU countries to join.  

6. LESSON LEARNED ABOUT WORKING BOTTOM-UP AND TOP-DOWN (NAT. LEVEL)  
A significant difference between EA work in Finland and Sweden is that EA work in Finland is a 

requirement set by the government, as in Sweden, EA work is not required as a legal/administrative 

discipline and thus not coordinated in the same way.   

To put it in a more simplified context: in the bottom-up view, you collect lot of details about your 

environment. Then you list and categorize them and every little detail is important. You face the problem 

not to see the forest for the trees.  As with the top-down view, you see the big picture, but you cannot 

see the detailed trail that leads you out of the forest.  

Common for both views is the need for pragmatic EA governance model. Neither top-down nor bottom-

up working is a solution, if University organizations do not have approved EA governance model in use. 

Through this NEA cooperation, we have gained a common insight and are working on closing this gap.  
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